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Within the last ten days I've been in New York, BC and Washington. I was there to talk about
various issues in chemistry but in each instance the topic of conversation with my hosts quickly
focused on "pastagate." I felt ashamed to be from Quebec. We have become the laughing stock
of the world. It is sheer lunacy that with numerous legitimate issues to be addressed , the narrow
minded Quebec politicians worry about the French language losing its eminence because of what
they see as a treacherous restaurant menu. And it's equally disturbing that while the Parti Quebecois
commits these linguistic atrocities, the Federal government just stays silent.
The simple minded critter who was in charge of the language police, and that is the proper
description, claims that her heart was in the right place. Maybe so, but it is her brain that is missing.
Our infrastructure is crumbling, our education system is a mess, our emergency rooms are stressed to
the limit and we are funding the Office de la Langue Francaise to the tune of some 30 million dollars
a year. This is a crime! A colossal misappropriation of public funds. We are actually paying people
to go around measuring signs and telling stores to cover up "on" buttons on microwave ovens. It is
time to disband this foul operation and put the expertise of the employees to use in measuring the
depth of potholes. Filling them probably lies outside their capability.
It is truly amazing that Minister Diane de Courcy, when announcing the resignation of the head of
the OLF and declaring that questions in English would not be entertained, did not recognize the
irony of standing in front of a sign declaring "Un Quebec for Tous." Surely that rusty brain needs
some oiling. Educated Americans used to be ashamed to say that George W. Bush was their
president. Compared with our premier, he was an intellectual giant.

2013-03-09
My comments about the nefarious activities of the Quebec language zealots seem to have generated a
lot of interest. It is a shame that time has to be spent on discussing the juvenile absurdity of whether
"hamburger" or "pasta" can legally appear on a menu. Now we hear that the OLF is set to
"modernize" its procedures and will produce new guidebooks for its officers, wasting yet more of our
funds....
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